The Best Bender for Frame Fabrication (Models 2650 & 2660)


- Steel I-beam construction reinforced with heavy steel framing
- Bends round, square, rectangular tubing and pipe
- Handles schedule/thick wall pipe with ease
- Extra-large oil tank (10 gal) for continuous and multi-shift usage
- Small foot print ... 24” wide 54” long

Great for manufacturing ...
Trailers, Fencing/gates,
Pole barns, Carports,
Sporting equipment,
Farm structures (feed rings, panels, saddle racks),
Boat frames-lifts, Industrial racking ...
to name just a few!

www.huthbenders.com  800-558-7808  Made in the USA

More features, 2650 vs 2660 info on back
Frame Fabrication Bender
(Models 2650 & 2660)


- Ergonomic: bending plane height 42”
- High efficiency, quiet helical pump
- 7 ½ horsepower motor, Heavy duty gates and bushings
- Optional built-in end-forming kit
- Knee pedal activation for set up
- Auto depth of bend selector
- Tooling in stock for these materials:
  - Square
  - Flat stock
  - Common pipe
  - Tube
- Custom tooling available!

Available two ways:

5” cylinder: 58,000 pounds of bending force (Model 2650)

6” cylinder: 85,000 pounds of bending force (Model 2660)

Great for frame fabrication and manufacturing ...